
Class Action Law-Suit Being Developed Against

San Francisco City Hall For Sanctuary Asshole-

ism

 

The regular residents of San Francisco have had it
with the “Ass Holes”!

Public Comments About The Reasons San
Francisco Has Turned Into A Shit Hole:
- It's cold and windy almost all the time. While the rest of the country
enjoys a pleasant summer day, it's Ice Station Zebra up in this bitch

- There's nowhere to park.

- Too crowded. Why is everyone always where I want to go? Don't you
people have anywhere else to go?

- Hippies

- The most hateful people in the world if you don’t agree with their
ideologies

- Epic political corruption and crony politics

- Homeless people are never given options. Esp. the person who took
a shit on my front steps earlier this week.



- Everything is too fucking expensive. $1250 for that studio in the
Tenderloin? That's like a 3-bedroom house anywhere else. BONUS:
No whores.

- Too many weirdos.

- Too loud. The drunk and drugged up people all believe that yelling
at 3AM is a great idea

- Too many Ukrainian gold-diggers in the bars trying to get pregnant
to black-mail you

- No possible way to raise children there

- Pretends to be all “open” and “crunchy granola” but is actually full
of hate and elitism

- Earthquakes. How about a completely random event that can
destroy your house and everything you own and kill you and your
family? Great, where do I sign????

- There's no Target or Walmart

- NIMBYs. Including people who never want to change anything or
see anything new.

- Hipsters

- Tesla driving douchebag assholes who have no clue what idiot Frat
Boys everybody thinks they are

- “Bros” and Stanford rapist Frat Boys

- Stupid snotty Marina chicks who have a life goal of bagging a rich
guy for top alimony

- Gavin Newsom: the drug, sex and booze addict



- Idiotic mustache and “artistic beard” fad makes Hipsters look even
stupider and more like clones than they already are

- Pretentious, heavily-tattooed waiters who think you're scum
because you're not working on a screenplay or art installation. Why
don't you install that flatiron steak right the fuck over here, asshole.

- Muni. These people shouldn't be operating the Little Puffer
Miniature Steam Train at the zoo, much less the transit system of a
major metropolitan area.

- People who say "I'm a fourth-generation San Franciscan." I'm a
fifth-generation Who Gives a Fuck.

- 4 Non-Blondes.

- The Incredibly Useless Board of Supervisors. If we've gotten around
to banning Happy Meals, I guess all the other problems have been
cleared up. Right? Right?

- Tourists who are utterly clueless about the world

- The largest number of sexually transmitted disease cases in
America

- Most of the gals on Match.com and OKCupid are hookers or gold-
diggers

- Bike snobs. People who say "I choose not to own a car."

- Rich Middle Eastern tourists who wear outfits like the Monopoly
man or “Slut-wear”

- Terrible drivers

- Too many hills

- Chris Daly



- Chevy's

- Almost all the good profiles on San Francisco dating sites are fake.
They are usually Russian mobsters trying to scam you

- Drunks. People yelling outside your window at 2:30 a.m. after the
bars close. STFU.

- Foodies. Why have a pizza when you can have an Artisanal Crispy
Flatbread with Burrata from Cows Massaged Thrice Daily and
Locally-Produced Dry-Cured Prosciutto Seasoned with Herbs from
the Chef's Special Garden for $23?

- Rainbow Grocery. People who shop at Rainbow Grocery.

- People who bitch about everything.

- Burning Man ass-hole-ism

- Burning Man idiots

- Anything associated with the racist, frat-house, look-at-me rape-fest
that is Burning Man

- When I forget to bring my own grocery bags into the grocery store,
everyone looks at me like I'm Hitler.

- The people who get on your super packed bus with four trash bags
full of aluminum cans. This happens to be the bus you waited 50
minutes to board (you heard me, 28 line) and which is the only bus
that can get you to work from where you live. I always want to yell,
"Really? Do you and your fifty bags of cans really need to get on
board this particular bus at this very moment?"

- Those assholes who block traffic on Fridays with their Bike Nazi S.F.
Takedown Parade" that makes it twice as long to get home.



- Everybody drinks so much effing coffee, yet they don't move
perceptibly faster as a result. Move along, people!

- All the Hipsters end up being suicidal Baristas after they realize
Twitter is screwing them seven ways from Sunday

- San Franciscans sometimes take themselves too seriously

- Love and relationships are based on your cash and assets

- The parking meter rates are insane. You need to take you a loan to
park

- Stanford University fucking Marina assholes who choose my
neighborhood, the TL to act like they own the place.

- Old Italian mobster families who actually think anybody cares
about “4th Generation” anything. “4th Generation” means your
grandfather ran whore-houses and mobster garbage truck services.
Shut up about your “4th Generation” crap.

- Pretending to be “tolerant” yet creating Twitter and Facebook to
hate on Conservatives

- There is only 1 In-N-Out, and it's at Fisherman's Wharf (AKA the only
reason a local would go to Fisherman's Wharf, but we'd think about
going to Daly City first)

- Tourists who look like they are brain-dead

- SF is tired: overcrowded, dirty, stinks, and gentrified to the point of
being so obnoxious that it has lost all of its charm. I lived there as a
teenager in the early 80s and it was cleaner, less crowded and the
people were genuinely hip and liberal. After spending a year there
for work in 2011 I couldn't wait to get out of the overpriced pit. It will
always have its snob appeal which explains it high concentration of
guppies/yuppies that spend most of their time trying to justify how



much they paid for their overpriced crack house in the mission or
their TIC / Condo near dolores park. LOL!!!

- I remember living in that god awful city. People were mean nasty
stuck up and retarded. I paid 1500 for a room where junkies shot up
in my hall and the minute I met people in the punk/goth scene like
myself if I didn't read a particular book or like one particular song
OR MADE ENOUGH MONEY I was snubbed immediately I later found
out there was no scene there other than HIPSTERS WHO POSED AS
MEMBERS OF A SUBCULTURE. Hipsters are the demise of every scene
and have infested the city of SF like a case of crabs you can't get rid
of. I left SF years ago but every now and then I am haunted by
people who live there. I moved all the way to South Florida and those
people always come here to visit and you can tell they are from SF
from a mile away. I especially hate the Castro district as a gay male I
found them to be the utmost stuck up racist pretentious pieces of
shit I have ever met. The only good thing that could happen in SF is a
tsunami washing it away or a devastating earthquake to knock if off
the map. Over priced, stuck up, overrun by the worst kinds of people
in the world. 5 years away from that pathetic excuse for a city and
me hatred is just as fresh as it was when I left. FUCK YOU SF MAY
YOU ROT IN HELL!!!!!

- Just returned from a work trip in the bay area and visited a friend
in the mission / dolores park area in San Francisco proper. Everyone
has their reasons for liking a place but coming from Capitol Hill in
Seattle I can tell you that SFO seems like rats on the titanic racing to
the nearest crack house that goes up for sale just under a million
dollars! If you are an insecure trendy gay snob who is defined by
where he/she lives it is a perfect place to live!! Still smells like sewage
and seeing people let their dog shit on the sidewalk because their is
no grass unless you happen to live near an overcrowded park tells
me it still is the shit-hole that I left. Seattle is SO much nicer. My
friend is moving back to Seattle because he has the same opinion
that I do.



- I hate it too. For all of the reasons you listed and more. Don't get
me wrong it has many nice qualities. But not enough to outweigh
the bad. It's overcrowded, disingenuous, loud, overpriced, and filthy.
There is little opportunity here unless you are involved in the tech
industry. I moved here from the east coast over 15 years ago. First I
stayed for a relationship, then for a job, now for school. I can't wait
to graduate and get out of here. This place is an utter shithole.

 
 

San Francisco has become a stinking hell-
hole of urine, feces and mindless hipsters:
What went wrong?
 

By The City Hall Insider

No city on Earth needs an Intervention more than San Francisco.

Ever since the Barbary Coast days, the operation of the City
government has been devoted to whores, crooked
administrators and dressed up gangsters. San Francisco has only
let the slime slide into more cracks, over time. The whores are
now political prostitutes. The crooked administrators openly
steal cash and the Barbary Coast gangsters, who had all moved
to North Beach, died out and are replaced by sinister old men
and women who you can find curmudgeon-ing into the San
Francisco Symphony Hall at each “Opening Night” bash they are
required to attend.

Nothing is ever actually put out to bid by the City. Every big
party, event and contract goes to a friend of the Mayor. You
always get shitty events that fail every single time that way. You



get buildings like the Millenium Tower that are sinking into the
ground and falling over at the same time and can kill a thousand
people if it collapses during rush hour. It is full of arrogant prick
VC’s and spoiled brat yuppies so no loss there; but what about
the innocent workers down below?

San Francisco City Hall allowed the City to become steeped in
public urination and shoe-scraping shit at every turn. It did it by
catering to momentary bubbles of Fad in order to line Mayoral
pockets. In order to get David Rockefeller to pad pockets; real
estate give-aways, like Embarcadero Center were used. The
Renown bag men at the Coblentz Law firm moved the money
from billionaire to politician.

Then the Mayors office sold the City to Twitter, Google and the
scumbags of Silicon Valley. Things got much worse for regular
folks but the Mayor’s people pocketed some big personal cash
and stock warrants. The police and planning department
scandals doubled in size and the nightmare was off to a truly
dark place.

The Academy of Art University is a SCAM that the City of San
Francisco refuses to shut down. The Academy of Art University,
formerly Academy of Art College, is a privately owned for-profit
art school in San Francisco, California, in the United States. It was
founded as the Academy of Advertising Art by Richard S.
Stephens in 1929.[2] It has 283 full-time teachers and 1154 part-
time teaching staff, and about 15,000 students;[3] it claims to be
the largest privately owned art and design school in the United
States.[4] The school is one of the largest property owners in San
Francisco, with the main campus located on New Montgomery
Street in the South of Market district.[5] Since 2007 the San
Francisco city planning commission has held more than twenty
hearings relating to possible violations of the land-use laws of
the city, including the unauthorized conversion of rent-controlled
housing to academic use;[6][7] in May 2016 the city brought a
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lawsuit against the school.[8] Every other City and even the
federal government have shut down these scam for profit
“colleges” but San Francisco’s political idiots pocket more money
and keep the scam going. The Academy of Art University spends
millions of dollars advertising to the world’s naive hipsters that
they should come to San Francisco to learn to be “artists” and
wear ripped T-shirts. The Academy of Art University teaches kids
how to sell their rich parents on funding their kids vacation in
San Francisco. Almost NO graduates of The Academy of Art
University get careers in art. The Academy of Art University is the
largest provider of dead-end lives as “Barista’s” on Earth. The
Academy of Art University is a real estate scam and Ponzi
scheme for naive kids. The Academy of Art University sucks at
least 30% of the hipster idiots into San Francisco. They all end up
leaving with no jobs, homeless and shitting in the street or
contemplating suicide at the end of their lifeless Starbucks shift.

San Francisco made so many regular folks unable to afford to
live in the City that it created a massive army of homeless people
and an elitist attitude that locked all retail bathrooms to those
who didn’t want to piss in the street. The actual yellow rivers of
rotten piss and human crap that flow across San Francisco’s
sidewalks mirror exactly the minds of the politicians who are
supposed to take care of the City.

The world is not interested in visiting the nightmare that San
Francisco has become. Who, in their right mind, wants to leave
their perfectly good City to go see a crap-filled City full of elitist,
snotty, assholes? You will freeze, become sad and learn the true
smell of week old shit if you come to San Francisco.

The Mayor of San Francisco must urgently create a Department
of Assholes in order to stave off the fall of the City. As The Yuppie
Venture Capital monument known as the Millenium Tower
begins its own slow motion fall, the City must accept the fact that
things have hit rock bottom.
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The Department of Assholes would not help the overwhelming
floods of assholes that are rolling, tsunami-like into the City; it
would stop them. San Francisco would use the D.O.A. to help
itself not become a Sanctuary City for the naive, greed-driven,
tone deaf, narcissists that have invaded it.

 
 

Writer Declares Death of San Francisco Hipsters, Crashes Site ...

An article declaring the death of hipsters in San Francisco
managed to crash 48 Hills, a donation based website from
former Bay Guardian ...

http://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/D[...]rashes-48-Hills-
Website-323943391.html

San Francisco Hipsters — Love Them or Hate Them — Are A
Thing ...

For years now, the waxed-mustachioed bike messengers and
baristas of the Mission have been the reliable butt of a certain
kind of joke.

https://ww2.kqed.org/pop/2015/09/01/sa[...]-or-hate-them-are-a-
thing-of-the-past/

The hipster is dead, and you might not like …

By that definition, the hipster has to be dead, killed by a
contradicted identity. When everyone is rejecting the
mainstream, no one is. When everyone is a ...

http://mashable.com/2015/06/09/post-hipster-yuccie/

The hellhole - Daily Kos
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San Francisco is overrun with cranes, as the new digital economy
(Google, Apple , Facebook, Twitter) continue to be HQ'd in the
Bay Area.

google cached proxied

http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/1/3[...]83712/-The-hellhole-
that-is-California

Where does the average person live in this hell hole? (San ...

Originally Posted by rah You're acting like Oakland is purgatory
or something. If my gay elementary school teacher friend could
handle East ...

http://www.city-data.com/forum/san-fra[...]-does-average-
person-live-hell-10.html

california is a hell hole - Discussion on Topix

San francisco is filled with gays and homeless bums who try to
attack people. Trash is ... Minnesota destroys the hellhole called
California.

http://www.topix.com/forum/city/minneapolis-
mn/TS7A5THCJ4AFPQT2N

 

Residents of San Francisco's New Tech Hellhole Can't Feed ...

"Frat Mason" isn't actually a college fraternity, but it might as
well be. The coveted new San Francisco neighborhood clustered
around Fort ...

http://valleywag.gawker.com/residents-[...]-new-tech-hellhole-cant-
fee-1326841108
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